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So you want to become a WPMU DEV UI Designer - why else would you be here?

The person we're in search of will have intimate knowledge of WordPress tied
together with a dazzling bow of experience within UI design.

This mini-task is designed to find out a little bit more about you, your design style
and how you think and approach day-to-day activities. No need to sweat, it's pretty
simple.

Be the hero we need, come join us in our mission at WPMU DEV!



We’re looking for some awesome UI/UX designers to join our Product Design Team,
you must have an understanding of how WordPress works if you are to succeed in
this application.

We can see from your application that you can talk the talk, but can you walk the
walk?

To get the ball rolling, we’d like to see your UI/UX design skills - please send over
your best 5 web app design portfolio pieces & a copy of your CV.

In addition to this, we’re looking for:

Figma only designers. To design for us you must be very proficient in Figma as it is
our main design tool. We ask that you go into a little bit of detail regarding your
skills & knowledge on Figma & if you have experience in using it.

Be very well versed in WordPress with knowledge of how the ecosystem works - it’s
possibilities and limitations. We don’t want theme developers, but it counts if you’ve
experienced the WordPress Admin area and how plugins work. If you could go into
a little bit of detail regarding your skills & experience on WordPress too - this would
be great!

Someone who can follow and use our design process including using our Figma
libraries and shared design system. Someone with experience in using design
systems and already defined design libraries.

Have a history of UI / UX work, in some way involving workflow/complex web apps.

Once you’ve sent over examples of your work and gone into some detail regarding
the above, we’ll be back in contact within 10 - 15 working days with an update.

Good luck!


